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Group Exhibition
Woman.Object.Corpse, 2013. Invitation .

'Woman.Object.Corpse'
Various Artists at Centre for African Studies Gallery

'Women.Object.Corpse' is a collective expression by South African and
international women artists responding to the theme of violation and
objectification of women. It brings together a diverse group of women from
different parts of the world responding to the position women inhabit in society
today and ongoing violence that is experienced as a part of our everyday lives.

The participants are all women artists who are, or have been, engaging with
the theme of gender-based violence in their artistic practice. The artists work in
a range of mediums: from political art and activism to surrealist expression and
poetry to investigatory method of forensic art.

The participating artists include Kathyrn Smith (South Africa), Toni Stuart
(South Africa), Christie Van Zyl (South Africa), Meghna Singh (India/UK/South
Africa), Maria Kley (Japan/Belgium/The Netherlands), Alberta Whittle
(Barbados/UK), Maria Tzanakou (Greece), Jamun (India) and Jade Gibson
(South Africa/UK/Philippines). 

As part of the exhibition, on Friday April 26,  there will be an artist walkabout
and open discussion group with people working the field of gender-based
violence.

On Friday May 3, artist and poet Toni Stuart will facilitate a creative expression
workshop looking at how individuals carry the stories of violence in their bodies
and how they respond to these stories. Both events are open to the public.

24 April - 09 May
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'FULCRUM STUDY'
Nico Krijno
at blank projects

'FULCRUM STUDY' is the second solo show by Nico
Krijno, a sculptor-photographer based in Cape Town.
As the title suggests, this exhibition concerns itself with
the tension beneath the surface of things, particularly
that which underlies the everyday

SEE MORE
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'First Time'
Kerry Chaloner
at blank projects

“Feminine painting is propositional rather than
assertive, it questions the motive and intent of the
making… It is not a question of the decorative or
nondecorative, it is a question of the personal and
impersonal.  Stable and unsta

SEE MORE

The ArtThrob Print Exhibition: The Launch of
Portfolio 5
Various Artists
at AVA

ArtThrob proudly presents the launch of its fifth
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